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Abstract—n-dimensional discrete objects can be interpreted as cubical complexes which are suitable for the study of their homology groups in order to understand the original discrete object. The classic approach consists in computing the Normal Smith Form of some matrices associated to the cubical complex. Further approaches deal mainly with an a-priori processing of the matrices in order to reduce their size. In this paper we propose a new approach, initially based on discrete Morse theory, which computes some homological information (Betti numbers and representative cycles) without calculating the Normal Smith Form. It works on any dimension, and it can also be applied to any kind of regular cell complex.

I. INTRODUCTION

Homology computation is a very useful tool for classification and understanding of discrete objects (mainly issued from binary digital images) notably when they have more than three dimensions. It provides a class of descriptors summarizing the basic structure of the considered shape.

Homology deals with the “holes” of an object. Holes can be classified by dimensions: 0-holes correspond to connected components, 1-holes to tunnels and 2-holes to cavities. When computing homology, we usually expect to find the number of these holes (called the Betti numbers) and a representative of each hole (called representative cycle of a homology generator). This is easy to understand up to dimension 3. However, starting from \( \mathbb{R}^4 \), torsion coefficients may arise, which represent holes that are filled if we walk them a determinate number of times. This is difficult to imagine, but it remains a good tool for classifying objects. Closely related to this problem is the choice of the ring of coefficients in the homology. Up to dimension 3, we can choose any. However, in order to be able and handle any dimension, we have chosen the ring of integers \( \mathbb{Z} \).

Among other approaches, let us mention the following two, which are closely related to our work: Effective Homology Theory [1] and Discrete Morse Theory [2]. Both of them will be explained in sections III-D and III-E. The former has the advantage that it “controls” the homology because it contains all the information; the latter is very concise and easy to implement. Effective Homology Theory deals with linear maps that should be typically encoded as enormous matrices; Discrete Morse Theory handles only graphs but does not always compute the homology with accuracy.

We aim to find an intermediate solution, avoiding the respective drawbacks of both of these methods and keeping their advantages. Roughly speaking, Discrete Morse Theory gives an approximation of the homology of an object by establishing arrows on it, what can be seen as a spanning forest [3]. In this paper we allow cycles in this “collection of arrows”, which is normally forbidden, so that we can compute the exact homological information. Starting from these arrows (an oriented graph), we introduce an algorithm computing the linear maps of Effective Homology. We can say that, instead of using quadratic space for saving these maps, we use linear time and space. Hence there is no magic here. Our contribution mainly lies on how to deal with these cycles.

Our approach consists of 3 main steps. First we transform a discrete object into a cubical complex. Then we establish a sub-graph on it. In 3D, this sub-graph directly gives the Betti numbers. In the third step we extract some linear maps giving more detailed homological information (representative cycles and their relations between them). We limit ourselves to obtain the representative cycles.

This method works in any dimension and on any kind of regular cell complex. In the limited context of this paper, we will only give details in the 3D space and we only consider a concrete kind of cell complexes: the cubical complexes. They are very useful for computing homology on discrete objects. Nevertheless, our approach can be applied to higher dimensions and other kinds of cell complexes without notable changes.

In section II, we review the state of the art related to our work. In section III, we introduce all the necessary definitions for understanding our method. If the reader is not familiarized with these concepts, some references are given. In section IV, we describe our algorithm starting from a minimal example that presents a typical obstacle. Section V shows two typical counter-examples for Discrete Morse Theory. We finish this paper by presenting our conclusion and our future work.

II. PREVIOUS WORKS

We describe in more detail in section III the notions of homology, cubical complexes, their construction from discrete objects and homology computation approaches. Therefore, we mention only some references in the present section.

Two introductory books for homology are [4] and [5].

Homology can be computed over different kinds of structures (cell complexes). In [6] and [7], a kind of cell complex (polyhedral complexes) is built from binary 3D images. In [8] another kind of cell complexes (called cubical complex) is built. The present work is also based on cubical complexes (see section III-B).
There are several approaches to compute the homology of a cell complex. Some of them optimize the calculation of the Normal Smith Form [9], [10]. Others try to reduce the complex [11], [12]. There is a family of methods called Persistent Homology that uses filtrations on the cell complex [13], [14]. A very interesting approach can be found in [15], where the complex is decomposed in order to simplify the computation.

A very clear introduction to Discrete Morse Theory is described in [2]. In [16], [17], [3] some methods for establishing a discrete gradient vector field are given. In [18], [19] an iterative version is given such that the homology is accurately captured.

III. PRELIMINARIES

A. Discrete Objects

A discrete object of dimension \(n\) is a set of \(n\)-dimensional cubes centred on integer coordinates. We will describe it by the set of the coordinates of its elements.

![Fig. 1. A 3-dimensional discrete object](image)

The elements of a discrete object are named according to its dimension: pixels (2D), voxels (3D) and doxels (4D).

B. Cubical Complex

This section is derived from [8]. For a deeper understanding of these concepts, the reader can refer to it. An elementary interval is an interval of the form \([k, k+1]\) (nondegenerate) or a set \(\{k\}\) (degenerate), also denoted as \(\{k, k\}\), where \(k \in \mathbb{Z}\). An elementary cube in \(\mathbb{R}^n\) is the Cartesian product of \(n\) elementary intervals, and the number of nondegenerate intervals in this product is its dimension. An elementary cube of dimension \(q\) will be called \(q\)-cube for short, or even \(q\)-cell, since cubical complexes are a special kind of cell complexes.

Given two elementary cubes \(P\) and \(Q\), we say that \(P\) is a face of \(Q\) if \(P \subset Q\). It is a primary face if the difference of their dimensions is 1.

A cubical complex is a set of elementary cubes with all of their faces. The boundary of an elementary cube is the collection of its primary faces.

Given a discrete object, we can define an associated cubical complex. We will explain this only for dimension 3.

![Fig. 2. The cubical complex associated to the discrete object in Fig. 1](image)

- For every voxel \((x, y, z)\), there is a 0-cube \([x, x] \times [y, y] \times [z, z]\);
- For every two 6-adjacent voxels, there is a 1-cube between their associated 0-cubes. For example, if \((x, y, z)\) and \((x+1, y, z)\) belong to the discrete object, the 1-cube is \([x, x+1] \times [y, y] \times [z, z]\);
- For every four voxels mutually 6-adjacent (each voxels is 6-adjacent to two others), there is a 2-cube;
- Finally, for every eight voxels mutually 6-adjacent (each voxels is 6-adjacent to three others), there is a 3-cube.

Fig. 3 illustrates this construction.

![Fig. 3. A discrete object and its associated cubical complex.](image)

A cubical complex can be completely described by its Hasse diagram (also called cell graph). It is a directed graph whose vertices are all the elementary cubes, and whose arrows go from each cube to its primary faces. We will strongly use this concept in our approach. In this paper we will usually not make the distinction between the vertices and the elementary
cubes they represent, so we will mix the terms vertex, cube and cell.

C. Chain Complexes and Homology

A chain complex \( (C_*, d_*) \) is a sequence of groups \( C_0, C_1, \ldots \) (called chain groups) and homomorphisms \( d_1 : C_1 \to C_0, d_2 : C_2 \to C_1, \ldots \) (called differential or boundary operators) such that \( d_{q+1}d_q = 0, \forall q > 0 \).

Given a cubical complex, we define its chain complex as follows:

- \( C_q \) is the free group generated by the \( q \)-cubes of the complex;
- \( d_q \) gives the “algebraic” boundary, which is the sum of the primary faces of the \( q \)-cubes with a specific coefficient. An explicit formula depending on the elementary intervals is given in [8].

This chain complex should be seen as a sequence of matrices that express the relation of adjacency between the elementary cubes.

The elements of the chain group \( C_q \), which are formal sums of \( q \)-cubes, are called \( q \)-chains. A \( q \)-chain \( x \) is a cycle if \( d_q(x) = 0 \), and a boundary if \( x = d_{q+1}(y) \) for some \((q+1)\)-chain \( y \). We will not always write the subscripts when it is clear from the context. By the property \( d_{q+1}d_q = 0 \), every boundary is a cycle, but the reverse is not true: a cycle which is not a boundary contains a “hole”. The \( q \)-th homology group of the chain complex \( (C_*, d_*) \) contains the \( q \)-dimensional “holes”:

\[ H(C)_q = \ker(d_q)/\text{im}(d_{q+1}). \]

This set is a finitely generated group, so there is a “base” typically formed by the holes of the cubical complex. This group is isomorphic to:

\[ \mathbb{Z}^{\beta_q} \times \mathbb{Z}/\lambda_1\mathbb{Z} \times \mathbb{Z}/\lambda_2\mathbb{Z} \times \ldots \times \mathbb{Z}/\lambda_i\mathbb{Z} \]

where each \( \lambda_i \) divides \( \lambda_{i+1} \), \( \beta_q \) is the \( q \)-th Betti number and \( \lambda_1, \ldots, \lambda_i \) are the torsion coefficients. Let us recall that if the cubical complex is in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \), there are no torsion coefficients.

Given an algebraic boundary operator on a cubical complex, we can add a sign on the arrows of its Hasse diagram. The sign of an arrow \((u, v)\) is \( \rho(u, v) = (d(u), v) \), this is the coefficient of the cell \( v \) in the chain \( d(u) \). In our context, Hasse diagrams will always have signs on their arrows.

D. Reduction

The classical way of computing the homology of a chain complex is given by a constructive proof of Munkres [4]. It is based on a diagonalization of the matrices of the differential operators. This is practically impossible to perform with large complexes. A solution to reduce the amount of information to compute is the notion of reduction. It is a strong relation between two chain complexes that gives an isomorphism between their homology groups. This is the main tool of the Effective Homology Theory. We typically reduce the initial chain complex to another much smaller.

Formally, a reduction between two chain complexes \( (C_*, d_*) \) and \( (C'_*, d'_*) \) is a triple of homomorphisms \( (h_*, f_*, g_*) \) such that:

- \( h_q : C_q \to C_{q+1} \) for every \( q \geq 0 \)
- \( f_q : C_q \to C'_q \) is a chain map \( (fd = d'f) \)
- \( g_q : C'_q \to C_q \) is also a chain map \( (gd' = dg) \)
- \( gf = 1 - dh - hd \)
- \( fg = 1_{C'_q} \)
- \( hh = hf = hg = 0 \)

In our work, we try to find a reduction between the chain complex associated to a discrete object and the smallest possible complex such that the calculation of the homological information becomes trivial. Moreover, we will try to get a minimal description of this reduction, so that we do not need to save it as a sequence of matrices, but as a mere sub-graph of the Hasse diagram.

E. Discrete Morse Theory

Discrete Morse Theory was introduced by Robin Forman as a discretization of the Morse Theory [2]. The main idea is to obtain some homological information by means of a function defined on the complex. This function is equivalent to a discrete gradient vector field and we will rather use this notion.

A discrete vector field (DVF) on a cubical complex is a matching on its Hasse diagram, that is a collection of edges such that no two of them have a vertex in common. From a Hasse diagram and a discrete vector field we can define a Morse graph: it is a graph similar to the Hasse diagram except for the arrows contained in the matching, which are reverted. These arrows will be called integral arrows, and the others, differential arrows.

A \( V \)-path is a path on the Morse graph that alternates between integral and differential arrows. A discrete gradient vector field (DGVF for short) is a discrete vector field that does not contain any closed \( V \)-path. A critical vertex (or critical cell) is a vertex that is not paired by the matching.

One of the main results of Discrete Morse Theory is that the number of critical \( q \)-cubes is larger or equal than the \( q \)-th Betti number. When they are equal, we say that the DGVF is perfect. An optimal DGVF contains the least possible number of critical cells. Obviously, every perfect DGVF is optimal. Thus, a DGVF gives an estimation of the Betti numbers without using any algebraic method. We can say that it is a “combinatorial” tool.

Let us point out that starting from a DGVF \( G \), a reduction can be defined. Firstly, let us define a linear operator \( V \) which maps vertices containing outward integral arrows to the head of this arrow with its sign. Formally,

\[ V(\sigma) = \begin{cases} (d(\tau), \sigma) \cdot \tau, & (\sigma, \tau) \in G \\ 0, & \text{if not} \end{cases} \]

Then,

\[ h(\sigma) = \sum_{k \geq 0} V(1 - dV)^k(\sigma) \]
\[ f(\sigma) = (1 - dh - hd)(\sigma) \]
\[ g(\sigma) = \sigma \]
Finally, let us point out two nice properties that allow us to compute these maps recursively:

\[ h(\sigma) = V(\sigma) + h(1 - dV)(\sigma) \]
\[ f(\sigma) = f(1 - dV)(\sigma) \]  

IV. OUR APPROACH

A. Motivation

Discrete Morse Theory approach has a strong interest as it addresses the computation of homology as a purely combinatorial problem rather than an algebraic one. So it does not entail working with possibly huge (but sparse) matrices. Betti numbers, the most relevant homological information, are obtained in a constant time (if there is no torsion); the

representative cycles, in linear time. But, most interesting in this approach, is the resulting graph, that can be used to obtain other geometrical information of the complex.

Unfortunately, computing an optimal DGVF (with a minimum number of critical cells) is a NP-hard problem and there are simple complexes for which no DGVF give the exact Betti numbers (as, for instance, the Bing’s house or the dunce hat). Our work is an effort to overcome this problem and provides an intermediate solution: our method is still based on Discrete Morse Theory, but we allow directed cycles in the DGVF in order to obtain exact homological information. We will call this kind of DVF a *homological discrete vector field* (HDVF for short). We show that computing the reduction is possible from such DVF and may require solving reduced systems of linear equations in some cases.
B. A First Example

Our contribution consists in an algorithm iteratively correcting a non-perfect DGVF. Forman proved that two critical cells can be cancelled if there exists only one V-path between them by reversing it. The present work allows this cancellation even when there are several V-paths, thus creating cycles in the Morse graph. Our algorithm however overcomes this difficulty and computes the associated reduction by carefully considering these cycles.

Let us consider the small scale example of Fig. 7. There are 3 V-paths between the critical 2-cell and 1-cell (drawn in orange).

When reversing one of the V-paths (actually the shortest one), we thus obtain the correct number of critical cells. However, we also create directed cycles. As a consequence, even when vertex $c$ is visited a second time, the process stops following that path. The algorithm eventually produces the recursive equation (2)-left. We then solve this reduced linear system to obtain the value of $h(c)$ (equation (2)-right).

$$h(c) = 2 \cdot h(c) + x \Rightarrow h(c) = -x$$

where $x$ is a 2-chain. So instead of looping in the recursive formula (1), we stop it by substituting identity (2).

According to formula (1), the computation of the map $f$ is similar to that of $h$. As we will see, both algorithms differ in just one case.

C. Detailed Algorithm

Our global process consists in the following steps (see figure 9):

1) Starting from a discrete object, we build a cubical complex (see section III-B):
   a) We compute an initial DGVF $G$ (various methods exist, see for instance [16], [3] or [17])
   b) Starting from $G$, we compute a perfect DVF by iterative arrow-reversings. This is the main issue of our algorithm
2) Computation of the reduction and corrected DVF:
   a) We compute the reduction $\rho(u,v)$ of an edge $(u,v)$ of the Morse graph, we denote by $\rho(u,v)$ its sign as described in section III-C)

Before going into more details for step 2.b (which is the heart of our work), let us elaborate on the computation of $\rho(u,v)$, which is a frequent routine. Algorithm 1 describes its computation from a Morse graph $G$ (let us recall that given an edge $(u,v)$ of the Morse graph, we denote by $\rho(u,v)$ its sign as described in section III-C).
Algorithm 1 Computation of \((1 - dV)(\sigma)\)

**Require:** A Morse graph \(G\) and a vertex \(\sigma\)

**Ensure:** The chain \(x = (1 - dV)(\sigma)\)

\[
x \leftarrow 0
\]

if \(\exists (\sigma, \Sigma) \in G\) an integral arrow then

for all differential arrow \((\Sigma, \tau) \in G\) do

\[
x \leftarrow x - \rho(\sigma, \Sigma) \cdot \rho(\Sigma, \tau) \cdot \tau
\]

end for

return \(x\)

else

return \(\sigma\)

end if

---

1) Computation of \(f\) from a corrected DVF: In order to compute a perfect DVF, our approach is based on iterative arrow-reversing (or DVF correction). This requires calculating the chain \(fd\) over the critical cells. This chain must be expressed as the image by \(f\) of a chain containing only critical cells. In the sequel, we will say that \(f\) is computed in terms of critical cells.

The main issue of our algorithm is that after arrow-reversing, \(G\) may contain cycles. Hence, computing \(f\) over any cell cannot be done at once.

However, we showed that a way to overcome the problem of cycles can be to compute \(f\) first over every confluence vertex (see algorithm 2). The algorithm follows the graph \(G\) and eventually stops providing a system of linear equations.

Algorithm 2 Algorithm for computing \(f\) on a confluence vertex

**Require:** A Morse graph \(G\) and a confluence vertex \(c\)

**Ensure:** The chain \(x = f(c)\) computed in terms of critical cells

\[
Q : \text{FIFO queue of cells with coefficients } k \cdot \tau (k \in \mathbb{Z}, \tau : \text{cell})
\]

\[
x \leftarrow 0
\]

\[
y \leftarrow (1 - dV)(c)
\]

push every cell of \(y\) with its coefficient into \(Q\)

while \(Q\) is not empty do

pop the first element of \(Q\): \(k \cdot \tau\)

if \(\tau\) is a confluence vertex OR a critical cell then

\[
x \leftarrow x + k \cdot \tau
\]

else

\[
y \leftarrow k \cdot (1 - dV)(\tau)
\]

push every cell of \(y\) with its coefficient into \(Q\)

end if

end while

Once we have computed \(f\) over all the confluence vertices we obtain the following system of linear equations

\[
X = AX + B \Rightarrow (I - A)X = B,
\]

where the matrix \(A\) contains the coefficients of the confluence vertices and \(B\), the coefficients of the critical cells. This system provides a recursive definition of \(f\) over the confluence vertices. We solve it to obtain the actual value of \(f\) at any confluence vertex.

Starting from these values, algorithm 3 computes the value of \(f\) at any vertex \(\sigma\). Note that it is very similar to algorithm 2.

Algorithm 3 Algorithm for computing \(f\) on any vertex

**Require:** A Morse graph \(G\) and a vertex \(\sigma\)

**Ensure:** The chain \(x = f(\sigma)\) computed in terms of critical cells

\[
Q : \text{FIFO queue of cells with coefficients } k \cdot \tau (k \in \mathbb{Z}, \tau : \text{cell})
\]

\[
x \leftarrow 0
\]

push \(\sigma\) into \(Q\)

while \(Q\) is not empty do

pop the first element of \(Q\): \(k \cdot \tau\)

if \(\tau\) is a confluence vertex then

\[
x \leftarrow x + k \cdot f(\tau)
\]

with \(f(\tau)\) computed in algorithm 2

else

if \(\tau\) is critical then

\[
x \leftarrow x + k \cdot \tau
\]

else

\[
y \leftarrow k \cdot (1 - dV)(\tau)
\]

push every cell of \(y\) with its coefficient in \(Q\)

end if

end if

end while

Through the careful handling of confluence vertices, this algorithm overcomes the delicate issue of cycles and computes \(f\) in terms of critical cells from a DVF obtained by the iterative correction algorithm described in the next section.

2) Iterative correction of the DVF: As explained previously, the number of critical cells in the Morse graph does not necessarily give Betti numbers, that is, not all Morse graphs...
are perfect. Removing unwanted critical cells is the purpose of DVF correction (which actually cancels pairs of critical cells by generalized arrow reversing). Our method consists in running algorithm 4 on every critical cell.

**Algorithm 4 Cancellation of a critical cell**

**Require**: A Morse graph \( G \) and a critical cell \( \sigma \)

**Ensure**: A corrected Morse graph \( G' \)

\[
x \leftarrow f d(\sigma) \text{ in terms of critical cells}
\]

**if** \( \exists \tau \text{ such that } (x, \tau) = \pm 1 \) **then**

\[
\text{compute } G' \text{ by taking a V-path between } \sigma \text{ and } \tau \\
\text{and reverse it}
\]

**compute** the new \( f \)

**end if**

After correcting all critical cells, the DVF is perfect. The number of critical cells equals the Betti numbers.

3) **Computation of the final reduction**: Beyond the Betti numbers, we can obtain the final reduction \((h, f, g)\). Starting from the perfect DVF obtained previously, we can now compute \( h \). The calculation is analogous to that of \( f \) (described in algorithms 2 and 3). The only difference (in both algorithms) is that, when \( \tau \) is not a confluence vertex, the whole **else** condition simply becomes:

**if** \( V(\tau) \neq 0 \) **then**

\[
x \leftarrow x + k \cdot V(\tau) \\
y \leftarrow k \cdot (1 - dV)(\tau)
\]

**end if**

The explicit value of \( f \) is obtained by using the identity \( f = 1 - dh - hd \). Last, \( g \) is the inclusion map. The representative cycles are obtained by applying \( 1 - hd \) over the critical cells.

If we do not restrict ourselves to the 3D context, then the homology groups can have torsion coefficients. This case needs more detailed explanations that we will develop in a forthcoming paper.

V. Validation

Our algorithm has been implemented in C++ using the library DGtal [20] together with libraries Eigen [21] and Graphviz [22].

Let us now show the HDVF computed on two spaces that do not admit a perfect DGVF: the Bing’s house and the dunce hat [23].

The cubical complex version of the Bing’s house has been created by the authors. It contains 60 0-cells, 129 1-cells and 70 2-cells. The first DGVF defined on it contains 13 critical cells (see figure 10-up): 1 0-cell, 6 1-cells and 6 2-cells. Let us comment that it is not the best DGVF possible. After the correction, there is only 1 critical 0-cell, which corresponds to the Betti numbers of the complex. Thus, there are two cycles in the Morse graph.

![Fig. 10. Up: a DGVF over the Bing’s house. Down: a perfect DVF obtained on the Bing’s house. There is only one critical 0-cell (in blue)](image)

VI. Conclusion and Future Work

This approach not only gives a nice theoretical result (computing homological information with a gradient vector field on spaces where it is impossible if we restrict ourselves to the Discrete Morse Theory), but a promising computation tool. The worst-case complexity in time of one correction step is estimated to be \( O(n^2) + O(N^3) \), where \( n \) is the number of voxels in the discrete object and \( N \) the number of confluence vertices. This is due to the system of linear equations systems, but in practice it works much faster. The number of correction steps depends on the quality of the initial DGVF.

In the immediate future, we have the intention of progressing in the following directions:

- We obtain our HDVF by correcting a DGVF. We would like to directly build it with cycles, without starting from an initial DGVF;

- Since confluence vertices force to solve systems of linear equations, we should try to minimize their number. This should be done when choosing a critical cell for cancelling. In our current implementation, this choice is completely arbitrary;

- In algorithm 4, after cancelling two critical cells we recompute the confluence vertices and their images by \( f \). It does not seem difficult to restrict this computation. For example, if we cancelled two critical cells of dimension \( q \) and \( q + 1 \), then we could only recompute the confluence vertices of those dimensions.
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Fig. 11. Up: a DGVF over the Dunce hat with three critical cells in blue. Down: the perfect DVF given by the correction step. The only one critical cell is 1. The two cycles in the graph are displayed in purple.


